Introduction 41 A growing number of studies show that microbiome composition is structured by competition [1, 42 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7], and it is hypothesized that a host could evolve to bias these processes to 43 promote the establishment of host-beneficial microbes [6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . Indeed, such 44 microbes need support because, first, it is inherently difficult to establish a colony of host- 45 beneficial microbes in the face of competition against the huge pool of available host-neutral or 46 host-harmful species [1, 14, 15, 16, 17] , and second, these microbes often produce costly 47 compounds that, although equipping them to be beneficial for the host, render them 48 competitively inferior to non-beneficial, or even parasitic, microbes [18] . 49 We distinguish three mechanisms by which a host can selectively favour beneficial strain(s), 50 namely (1) providing a habitable space that the desired bacterial partner has preferential access 51 to, (2) production of specific compounds by the host that selectively poison undesired bacteria, 52 and (3) providing a food resource that the desired partner is better able to metabolise. We now 53 briefly review examples of each: 54 1. Providing a habitable space that the desired bacterial partner has preferential access to. - 55 Vertical and pseudo-vertical transmissions fall into this category [1, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] . In 56 strict vertical transmission, host germline cells are infected with symbionts [22, 24] . Less 57 strict transmission ('pseudo-vertical') is achieved by keeping non-colonised host offspring in 58 isolation after birth until the parental microbiome can colonise it, which then shapes the 59 composition of subsequent colonists from the environment [9, 11, 22] . In either case, the 60 host ensures a 'competitor-free space' for inherited microbes, which are allowed time and 61 resources to grow on a new-born host before being exposed to competition with other 62 colonists. For example, newly emerging Acromyrmex leafcutter ants are inoculated with 4 which grow to high density around specialised exocrine glands that likely provide nutrients 66 for bacterial growth [26, 27] (thus also serving as an example of a resource that can be 67 metabolized by the preferred bacteria, discussed in 3. below). Similarly, female beewolf 68 digger wasps (Philanthus, Philanthinus, Trachypus) inoculate their brood cell walls with 69 species of Streptomyces that they maintain in their antennal glands [28, 29, 30] . These and if those strains are beneficial to the hosts, the host is selected to evolve and apply one or 142 more of these mechanisms to assemble host-beneficial microbiomes. 143 We now abstract these mechanisms into an individual-based, spatially-explicit model of host-144 associated defensive microbiomes (reviews in 9, 29, 30), which typically contain antibiotic- 152 We are interested in how the host influences the population dynamics of two different 153 bacterial strains: an antibiotic-producing, resistant beneficial strain (B), and a non-producing, 154 sensitive parasitic strain (P) ( Fig. 1a ). We model the host implicitly by assuming it is able to 155 manipulate the composition of its microbiome through resource supply on its surface, upon small-molecule (antibiotic) dynamics ( number of sites). In the cellular update steps, 167 number of randomly chosen grid cells are updated in the birth and death processes, and is 168 selected to be a small positive number (see Supplementary information 1). 169 The private resource(s) provided by the host can confer two kinds of benefits to the beneficial 170 strain. We call the first kind Protected Growth (recall mechanisms 1 and 2 from Introduction), 171 because the parasitic strain is prevented from invading (i.e. colonising) the host until time . 172 Accordingly, B is given preferred access to host-provided food or space or is solely resistant to 173 host-produced allelochemicals until time , after which time the host resource is made 'public' by 174 giving the parasitic strain access to host-provided food or space or by withdrawing the host-175 produced compounds facilitating B or poisoning P. We call the second kind Enhanced At the beginning of the simulation, the beneficial strain is represented in low numbers ( B,0 ), 236 and the parasitic strain is missing ( P,0 = 0).
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Invasion tests 238 We carried out two sets of invasion tests to demonstrate how host-provided private resources 239 can result in self-sustaining, beneficial microbiomes, even if the advantage provided by the 240 resource eventually diminishes. In the first test, we used time, while in the second, we used 241 colony size as the signal to switch from private to public resources, or in other words, to stop the 242 host's selective support for the beneficial strain. Invasion test 2. Protected Growth of the beneficial strain to a minimum colony size. -Here, 263 we let the host resource, the habitat, be private until the beneficial strain reaches a minimum 264 colony size, which we call the Colony Size at Invasion (CSI). We only allow the parasitic strain 265 to start invading empty places after the resident B strain's colony size has grown to the CSI 266 ( = ⁄ * 100, where is the number of sites inhabited by B). The invasion proceeds with 267 probability f and with P,t number of invaders until the grid is fully occupied by individuals. As 268 a motivating example, one can think of a small host 'crypt' in which beneficial strain is initially be 269 housed, but the strain eventually outgrows the crypt and colonises the host surface, at which 270 point, the host can only provide resources in a way that makes them publicly available.
271
Results
272
Invasion test 1. Time-limited supply of private resources. -As discussed in the Introduction, 273 the host has multiple mechanisms by which it can provide private resources. We find that 274 protecting initial growth ( Fig. 2a, b) , increasing the population growth rate (Fig. 2c, d) , and/or 275 enhancing the antibiotic effectiveness ( Fig. 2e , f) of the beneficial strain can all result in a self- 276 sustaining, beneficial-strain-dominated microbiome that is resistant to invasion even after the 277 host resource is made public (at time ) and the beneficial strain starts to experience a 278 competitive disadvantage due to the costs of antibiotic production and of expressing its 279 antibiotic-resistance traits. In all three scenarios, the longer the time that the resource is 280 private (Fig. 2, x-axis) , the less of an advantage, in the form of protected growth (here  281 correlates with the size of the colony, see Supplementary information 1 Fig. 1 ), increased 282 population growth ( + ), or increased antibiotic production ( + ) (y-axis), is required for the 283 beneficial strain to be able to resist invasion after the resource becomes public. This is because 284 13 invasion resistance is dependent on the beneficial colony reaching a sufficiently large size and 285 on the concentration of antibiotic the colony produces and transports into the environment. 286 We also observe that if the physiological mechanism of resistance by the beneficial strain to 287 its own antibiotic is efflux, this can additionally enhance invasion resistance, even if the supply 288 time is short and the advantage conferred by the private resource is small ( Fig. 2a, b, c range of parameters after the private resource is made public (Fig. 3) . Again, having antibiotic 295 efflux as the resistance mechanism promotes invasion resistance ( Fig. 3 and 4) , whereas (and 296 intuitively) a higher rate of extracellular decay of antibiotic counteracts this effect ( Fig. 3 and 4) . 297 When a large amount of antibiotic is in the environment, because efflux is high and decay is low 298 ( Fig. 3a and Fig. 4a, c) , the beneficial strain is able to dominate over a wide range of diffusion 299 rates. However, when efflux is weak and the extracellular decay rate is high, only high diffusion 300 rates allow the beneficial strain to dominate (Fig. 4d ). This is because at low diffusion rates, the 301 antibiotic produced in the centre of the colony is lost due to decomposition before reaching the 302 colony edge by diffusion, where it would have attacked invaders. In contrast, at high diffusion 303 rates, more of the resident colony's antibiotic production is recruited to fight invasion (Fig. 3, 4 , 304 and 5). 305 The complement to this result is that if the diffusion rate is low, then even a large colony size 306 does not necessarily guarantee success unless the efflux rate is also high enough (Fig. 4a, b) . 307 Essentially, if antibiotic efflux is used as the resistance mechanism by the beneficial cells, this 308 can substitute for outright diffusion of the antibiotic, allowing the antibiotic to reach the colony 309 edge, where it can suppress invaders (Fig. 4) . 310 14
Non-monotonous effect of diffusion. -Interestingly, under some conditions there is a non-311 monotonous effect of diffusion rate on invasion resistance, such that the Minimum Colony Size 312 (MSC) can be much smaller for medium-level diffusion rates. For example, looking at Fig. 3b , 313 for low antibiotic diffusion rates (values 0 − 1 on the x-axis), the MSC is close to 100%; that is, 314 the colony can resist invasion only if more than 95% of the available habitat is already occupied 315 by the producers; otherwise, parasites displace the whole population of antibiotic producers. 316 Similarly, for high diffusion rates (values = 80 − 100 on the x-axis), although smaller, but a 317 considerable colony size still has to be reached. However, the MSC curve reaches a minimum 318 between low and high diffusion rates, such that only a 1 − 10% MSC is enough to resist 319 invasion (Fig. 3b ).
320
The important result is that for any intermediate efflux and decay parameters and with 321 intermediate diffusion rates, colonies with practically any non-zero initial size can withstand 322 parasite invasion (Fig. 3a, b, d 333 We argue that a host can take advantage of an ecological phenomenon known as bistability. restrictive assumption that the beneficial strain is strictly vertically transmitted. 359 We have corroborated the earlier results [9, 13] that antibiotic producers and non-producers 360 can form a bistable system and that the outcome of competition depends on their reproduction 361 16 rates, how effectively the host is able to selectively promote the beneficial strain, and the initial 362 ratio of the two strains [9] . Once the antibiotic producer is able to gain dominance, in such As there is no conflict of interest between antibiotic-producer and host, their coevolution is 387 expected to optimize the diffusion speed, and hence the effectiveness, of the antibiotic. Overall, 388 evolutionary optimisation can act by minimising the host investment required to attain a 389 beneficial microbiome, by reducing the duration of a private resource supply, and by evolving 390 the optimal physiochemical properties of the habitat, the host surface. If so, then we might also 391 expect that the co-evolution of host and preferred strains results in an efficient and well- 
